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need incentive eligibility info for planning 

Long before incentives are actually available and application processes are ready, we 
homeowners/etc must start planning - can you share this information ASAP? The IRA 
has various eligibility requirements that the State could already publish, contextualized 
for California areas, and we need to know those rules and thresholds months in 
advance of actual work, and we shouldn't need to depend on various private contractors 
to tell us how a government program is going to work! Top level issues are income 
definition and threshold levels.  
 
* in California, what counts as income (wages, sure - but what about unearned income 
like social security, estimated div/interest? Do we need to assign an imputed income to 
our retirement accounts? etc ... what are the basic eligibility rules going to be? Surely 
the State has interpreted the IRA requirements by now ... could you share those 
interpretations?  
 
* what are the thresholds - I tried to understand what actual numbers would be, but it's 
not clear (to me) what will set the final numbers. I would like a simple lookup tool at a 
website: put in an address and a family size, get back the HUD or whatever threshold 
which will apply in 2024 (with all the caveats about it being an estimate, etc if needed)  
 
I want to convert to electric from our gas water and home heating and gas dryer and do 
the electrical updates and so forth - but the rebates are critical in making it "pencil out" 
in our lifetime, so if I have to make a replacement decision without any confidence of 
those rebates being available I'll be pushed into locking in more fossil-fuel in this house 
use for decades to come. Get the planning info out ASAP! 


